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Introduction 
The Fressingfield Neighbourhood Development Plan Steering Group (FNDPSG) has been working 
on the production of a Neighbourhood Development Plan (NDP) for the Parish of Fressingfield. 
This area was officially defined in February 2018, following the Parish Boundary. After some initial 
meetings with various clubs and groups for some initial feedback on possible policy ideas, the 
first public consultation event was held in Sancroft Hall, Fressingfield over two days - Saturday 
22nd September 2018 10:30am - 4pm, and Monday 24th September 2018 3pm - 8pm. This 
document is designed to share the initial data gleaned from only these two days, and contains no 
online data, as an identical online survey, hosted by SurveyMonkey is running concurrently, until 
October 20th 2018.


Consultation Format 
Upon arrival at Sancroft Hall, members of the public were greeted by a member of the Steering 
Group, identifiable with a name badge with their name and the NDP logo. This greeting included 
the provision of coloured sticky dots, so each member questioned was able to clearly identify 
whether they agreed or disagreed with each board presented to them. Also mentioned at this 
point, was how photography would be occurring for the production of the NDP, and if they were 
not happy to be photographed, to make it known to a member of the Group.


Apart from the display boards within the hall, refreshments were provided, a ‘Kids Corner’ for any 
children to sit and draw while their Parents/Guardians’ took part in the consultation. Maps of both 
the Parish and Settlement were out for display at the back of the hall, so members of the public 
could point out Historic Buildings for inclusion on a Local List, Local Green Space, Traffic Issues 
and Flood Issues in an interactive way. Finally, a slideshow was running for the duration of the 
event, with both drone images of the Parish, as well as some historic images from the archive 
(Provided by the Fressingfield Local History Archive Group - FLHAG) and some shots of the 
Parish (Provided by Alexander Day). 


Members of the Public were encouraged to ask questions, and leave comments in the areas 
denoted on the boards using sticky notes. This in turn allowed other people taking part to then 
place dots on these notes if they also agreed or shared the sentiments written down. At no point 
did members of the public attending have to formally record their name, so all the data is 
anonymous, with the only way to possibly identify individual answers would be in some group 
shots, although these were taken mainly from behind or obscuring the final location of individual 
answers.


The boards and maps were swapped each day to fresh ones, in order to ensure that the public 
were not being drawn into agreeing with a majority from the previous day. In order to identify 
which day was which, the colour dots supplied to the public were different colours depending on 
the day - Yellow for Saturday, Blue for Monday.
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Results 
What follows is the initial data formatted and graphed, relating to each question. When it comes 
to comments, They will be transcribed in full, as well as any corresponding agreement dots 
counted at the end of each comment.


At the completion of the two day event, we had 100 members of the public attend. An initial 
takeaway from this session also allowed the Steering Group to identify that not all 100 members 
placed sticky dots on all boards. It may require more investigation, but one hypothesis is that 
some people either did not feel strongly either way about particular issues raised, or they had felt 
they had given sufficient feedback by that point. Either way, it is something that as a Steering 
Group that needs looking into as the NDP proceeds, to ensure as much participation as possible.


Demographics 

As shown above, over the course of the two day event we had 100 members of the public attend 
and provide feedback. There was a fairly even split, 54% to 46% Male to Female, (with no other 
columns receiving data) and with a population of a little over 1000, approximately a 10% turn out. 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Gender

Saturday Monday Total - Both Days

Male 26 28 54

Female 23 23 46

Total - Each Day 49 51 100

Gender

46%
54%

Male Female



Before the two day event took place, the Steering Group identified that getting the under 40s, and 
in particular the under 20s to come out and provide feedback was going to be a challenge. As 
such, the online survey aim is to ensure more feedback from these groups.  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Age Group

Saturday Monday Total - Both Days

0 - 20 0 1 1

21 - 40 3 6 9

41 - 50 1 4 5

51 - 60 12 4 16

61 - 70 17 18 35

71 - 80 12 14 26

80+ 4 4 8
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The initial aim of this consultation was to gather feedback from residents of the Parish in order to 
better shape and build the final policies and ensure the document is a fair an accurate creation for 
the entire Parish. However, Fressingfield does more than just cater to those that are resident here 
- it also serves as a ‘Hub’ where some people are employed within its boundary, use the facilities 
here (Doctors Surgery, Shop, School, Religious Buildings) and live locally or even are here on 
holiday or passing though, but still have feedback that may well be missed by those living here.
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Connection to Parish

Saturday Monday Total - Both Days

Live within the Parish of 
Fressingfield

46 47 93

Live within a nearby 
Parish

0 2 2

Just Visiting 2 0 2

Work within the Parish 1 0 1

Connection to Parish

Live within the Parish of Fressingfield

Live within a nearby Parish

Just Visiting

Work within the Parish

0 25 50 75 100



Communication 

Advertising for the event took on several forms, with large banners placed outside the venue in 
the run up to the two days. These are to be reused for the next consultations held by the Steering 
Group later on in the timetable. As well as this, several pieces were in the Six Sense Parish 
Magazine, including a flyer that was circulated to all copies in the Parish of Fressingfield. The 
Parish Council website has an area just for the NDP ( fressingfieldpc.org/neighbourhood-plan/ ) 
which also includes information about the Steering Group and the progress of the Plan. The other 
is also a catch all for members of this group, also entitled to fill out the same questions as 
residents of the Parish. 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Communication Source

Saturday Monday Total - Both Days

Six Sense 20 25 45

Word of Mouth 12 15 27

Website 1 1 2

Parish Council Minutes 1 1 2

Other 4 3 7

Communication Source

Other
8%

Parish Council Minutes
2%

Website
2%

Word of Mouth
33%

Six Sense
54%

http://fressingfieldpc.org/neighbourhood-plan/


Economic Objectives 
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Economic Objectives

Yes - Total No - Total Comments - Total

ECO 1 - To encourage existing businesses to 
expand (where appropriate?)

49 1 2

Policy Idea: Policy encouraging growth of existing 
businesses; could identify certain businesses where 
the need to expand is known, could protect these 
sites from other uses e.g. housing

53 1 3

ECO 2 - To encourage new businesses into the 
Parish

36 1 6

Policy Idea: Policy encouraging new small-scale 
business; could identify specific sites; emphasis on 
conversion of existing buildings in the parish for 
business/tourist use

49 1 5

ECO 3 - To encourage redevelopment/re-use of 
existing underused sites

53 1 2

Policy Idea: Policy that encourages the re-use of 
redundant sites for newbusiness/commercial uses; 
could identify specific sites that you want to bring 
back into use e.g. old garage sites, stables etc

54 1 2

Policy Idea: Concept of a hub building where people 
can go for business, social, cultural or medical 
services

41 3 7

ECO 1

Policy Idea 1

ECO 2

Policy Idea 2

ECO 3

Policy Idea 3

Policy Idea 4

0 15 30 45 60

Yes - Total No - Total



As the above table and graph shows, all of these initial policy proposals seem to have a clear 
majority. The totals are gained from the sum from each days boards, per section. Comments 
provided on sticky notes can be found below in full, and any number that follows in brackets was 
a sticky dot count, per note (identifying agreement).


ECO 1:


• Of course, “where appropriate”, you have answered you own question 


• Provision of small industrial units/offices to increase employment opportunities


• Not if it is going to turn into an industrial site


• Sympathetic planning for the growth of existing businesses (+1)


• Seek and promote opportunities for apprenticeships in existing and developing businesses


ECO 2:


• But not at any cost 


• No heavy industry but certainly computer based if village wifi is improved (+2) 


• Ensure growth can be sustained not expand only to fold; ensure areas found allow safe car 
and pedestrian access 


• Recreate post office services (+4) 


• Marked need to improve internet access


• We keep being offered carrots such as an elderly people’s home; affordable housing etc; I 
think we know that the carrots just disappear; how can youngsters afford what’s on offer


• Growth of light industrial/office work space enabling more people to either stay in area for 
work or come to area for work; increased workspace would need to be supported to 
encourage businesses to move/use; must be sustainable (+1)


• Village could do with a unit to care for the elderly who can no longer exist in their own 
homes; this would also provide local employment for carers. (+1) 


ECO 3:


• But to ensure the vernacular and old fabric is kept where important


• Old Stables Building or future use of Methodist Chapel (+4) 


• Extend hall, renovate old Stables building before it falls down (+1) 


• Could expand Church Hall; existing unused garage site and car park/tarmac area; use left 
over land for own car park


• Multi use village hub would be good; needs to be accessible for all ages, abilities; sports 
and social club area modernise this for multi-use 


• Fox and Goose Stable Block


• It needs a pot of money spending on it but would be a tremendous asset


• Build on the practices of conversion of farm buildings for on going commercial use not 
residential


• Hub building to include small library area, refreshments, local info etc 


• Create a hub to support small/home businesses perhaps the F and G Stable block
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• Yes, yes, yes 


• Identify pro/con of existing sites to make sure new hub are used as well 


• Consider if a hub building could encompass needs of ageing population to create 
employment opportunities within “care” facilities for older residents in parish to enable 
them to stay in the parish. (+2)


Economic Questions 4 & 5 were not in the same Yes/No/Comment structure, but instead a more 
open ended set, just for comment. As such, the full questions can be found followed by the 
comments collected. These are extremely useful and will aid in the further development of policies 
and refinement of what has been made so far.


ECO 4 - Are there specific issues around infrastructure that need addressing e.g. broadband, 
mobile phone coverage, electricity, gas, sewerage?


• Sewage? Smells of local sewage processing can be regularly smelled around village Why?


• Broadband


• Broadband in village


• All infrastructure listed; sites such as Gales Green Lane, 2 miles from village centre also 
need consideration for broadband


• Improve drainage sewers


• Sewer needs to be looked into ,when the village housing expands


• All infrastructure needs complete review to cater not only existing development but also 
possible failure BEFORE anything further is built.


• More than 1 bus a week!


• Broadband – we pay the same as city dwellers – so should have same service


• Drainage; hedges over roads; footpaths; broadband; proper gas


• Broadband – (+12)


• Ability of sewage to cope; ability for medical centre to cope and still give a good service 
(+1)


• Without doubt improvement to the sewage network


• Sort out sewerage issues on Low Road (+2)


• Mobile phone coverage; there is the possibility of a mast site by football pitch at playing 
field (+4)


• Gas’ mobile phone


• Sewage; broadband; electricity power cuts


• Some power cuts are unavoidable; we had them every winter when we moved here; 
services and communications are much improved


• Fair access for all – internet speeds; mobile coverage has improved (+1)


• But also flooding; huge amounts of water on intersection of New St and Priory Crescent 
and around.
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ECO 5 - Are there specific transport or traffic issues that the community feel need addressing?


• Stop bar needed at end of Harleston Hill’ children are a danger and have run, cycled into 
the road


• Resurface dangerous bend in Cratfield Road (Near Gales Green Lane)


• Speed enf on single carriage lanes


• More parking at Drs Surgery (+2)


• Village transport needed; schools use; transport to community


• Streets are dangerous to walk round with children


• Traffic Calming in New Street especially outside the shop (+2)


• Harleston Road/Harleston Hill/New Street – traffic MUST be slowed down; also additional 
footpaths would help with safety


• More footpaths and traffic calming in New Street


• Calming traffic throughout the village (+1)


• Speeding issues at ever exit/entrance’ traffic calming and minimum speed in New Street


• New Street – fast moving traffic; little deterrents; applies to most main routes in and out of 
the village


• Speed control; walkway; similar to cycleways; wanted on New Street Rd


• The latter part of Priory Road has not been resurfaced for well over 50 years – we have 
lived here 49 years so can verify this.


• Bus Service


• Increased bus service


• Bus Service (+2)


• With proposed housing village needs a car parking area especially near the Drs surgery 
and shop


• Local and Regular bus service (+1)


• Extend 40mph speed limit to over narrow bends on Laxfield Road


• Force highways to clear/improve surface drainage on New Street and other problem areas 
(+1)


• Improve Bus Services (+10)


• Traffic calming via all entrances to Fress village (+3)


• Speed and footpath widths; street lighting; road surfacing (+1)


• Better parking area for shop (+4)


• Cutting verges maximises safety 


• Speeding problem in several places; 1 bus a week means too much car use: congestion in 
New Street 


• Bus services; potholes on going!
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• Bus Service (+2)


• Improve speed markings on road surface as in Weybread (+1)


• Traffic calming in New Street not aggravating the problem by further development (+5)


• Barrier at end of footpath behind Forge


• Erosion of bank on Low Road as you leave Fressingfield; bus services could be better


• All of the above
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Environment Objectives 

Again, these results are similar to the Economic Objectives, where an overwhelming majority have 
voted yes in each column. The .5 is due to a vote being place over the line separating yes and no 
over two questions, and that member of the public has also most likely made a comment that 
would support that vote. As before, comments per objective can be found in full below, along with 
any sticky dot votes that went with them in brackets after.
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Environment Objectives

Yes - 
Total

No - Total Comments 
- Total

ENV 1 - To protect important historic and natural 
assets

66 0 2

Policy Idea: Policy identifying important Local Green 
Spaces and protecting them from development;

61 0 5

Policy Idea: Policy identifying important local historic 
buildings that are not nationally Listed for inclusion on 
a Local List (non-designated heritage assets).

45 0 0

ENV 2 - To define the local building styles of the area 
and improve the quality of new design

57 0 1

Policy Idea: Design policy that defines locally 
prevalent materials, styles, orientation etc; and 
identifies good examples

34.5 0.5 2

ENV 3 - To protect the landscape setting of the village 
and important gateways/entrances to the village

54.5 0.5 2

Policy Idea: Policy identifying the important 
approached to the village (gateways), protects them 
from development; could identify important views in 
and out of the village/built up area

50 0 0

ENV 4 - To prevent increased localised flooding/
reduce existing incidences of flooding

59 1 3

Policy Idea: Policy that identifies existing areas of 
flooding and prevents new development from making 
these worse and creating new ones

60 1 4



ENV 1:


• Encouraging green corridors! ; this is essential for wildlife as much of surrounding land is 
arable (+1)


• Better identification of communal green spaces


• Protection of designated open green space


• Listed buildings and items in the curtilage to be looked after


• More hedges; invite farmers to reinstate hedgerows and verges


• Important local greenspaces need to be protected from housing developments (+2)


• Sensible sustained growth with the right use of space available (+2)  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ENV 1

Policy Idea 1

Policy Idea 2

ENV 2

Policy Idea 3

ENV 3

Policy Idea 4

ENV 4

Policy Idea 5

0 17.5 35 52.5 70

Yes - Total No - Total



ENV 2:


• Village should not be set in aspic with everything looking like it did in the 17th century!; it 
should have modern contemporary design as well as traditional (+2)


• Design needs to encourage diversity of people; younger and older people of differing socio 
economic groups mixing and supporting one another


• Design codes cannot be too restrictive and stop development from occurring; allow 
sympathetic new builds but no so out of character they negatively affect other buildings 
(+4)


• No estates of similar houses or houses which could be anywhere in the country


ENV 3:


• The view entering the village from Harleston is spoiled by junk visible from the road (+1)


• Junk is often beautiful; clean and tidy can be ugly


• Fressingfield approaches: “valley sides” to not be encroached on to protect rare mid 
Suffolk landscape (+2)


• Don’t really like tourists or cyclists!


• This is so very important to visual entering of the village especially as it sits in a valley


ENV 4:


• Drainage in conservation area needs complete overhaul; old pipes which have collapsed


• Finally acknowledge the true cause of the flooding on Cratfield Road and sort it out rather 
than use it as a stick to beat new development (+2)


• Require new developments to deal with surface water on site (done elsewhere)


• Isn’t this the job of the Environment Agency?; why pay for the same job to be done twice 
(+2)


• Proper maintenance of privately-owned ditches (+2)


• Solve existing issue – rainwater in sewerage; prevent from repeating; collection and 
management of plan (+2)


• Even though we are told there is no problem – the pipework is ok and efficient – this is not 
true!


Much like the Economic Objectives board, there was an additional question, which followed a 
comment only structure. Full comments can be found below, as well as the initial question that 
sparked the debate:


ENV 5 - Are there any issues relating to Climate Change or Renewable Energy that the Plan needs 
to tackle? If so, please tell us what they are below.


• Solar farms not buildings


• Renewable energy for >20 – any new housing


• All buildings need to be energy efficient


• Any new builds should be made to have solar panels
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• No to solar farms; they are a blot on the landscape; areas in Europe have now banned 
future growth they are an eye sore


• Possibility, even probability of sudden drastic un availability of fossil fuel imports. 
Restricted travel will demand local work


• If included schemes don’t stop full ownership of building i.e. solar panels and roof 
ownership


• New developments should be as eco-friendly as possible (i.e renewable energy, 
sustainable materials etc)


• Renewable energy plants; support village or XXXX industrial/hub development


• Begin with a survey of the drainage system available publicly so that all are aware of 
constraints and possibilities.


It appears that there has not been much interest on this either way, with only 10 comments over 
the two days, especially when compared to the Yes/No voting responses seen above in both 
Environment & Economic Objective questions. 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Community Objectives 
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Community Objectives

Yes - Total No - Total Comments - Total

COM 1 - To provide housing that meets the needs of the 
whole community

52 0 2

Policy Idea: Housing policy covering size, type, tenure of 
housing; catering for older people, younger families, 2 - 3 
beds; housing target from MSDC, likely to be 50 dwellings 
in the next 20 years

50 1 7

COM 2 - To provide for housing sites that are an 
appropriate size for the village and in keeping with its 
small character (small sites preferred?)

70 0 3

Policy Idea: Policy governing size of housing sites and 
states a preference for smaller sites - e.g. 5 - 10 dwellings 
and resits large sites

64 3 3

COM 3 - To maintain and expand the range and number of 
community services and facilities

50 0 2

Policy Idea: Policy that encourages new facilities or the 
expansion of existing facilities; could identify specific 
facilities that are requires and specific sites where they 
could occur

24 0 8

COM 4 - To act as a hub for services and facilities that 
meet the needs of the parish and beyond

26 0 1

Policy Idea: Policy tha recognises the existing level of 
services in the Parish and those whose services serve a 
wider need than the built-up area of the village e.g. 
outliers plus other small villages; positioning Fressingfield 
in a service hierarchy

16 0 1

COM 1

Policy Idea 1

COM 2

Policy Idea 2

COM 3

Policy Idea 3

COM 4

Policy Idea 4

0 17.5 35 52.5 70

Yes - Total No - Total



Once again, there is an agreement with the initial policy ideas, with more comments coming in on 
this set than others. As a Steering Group, it was predicted that this set of questions would be the 
most contentious of all of them, especially as the Parish has been discussing new housing 
developments of over a year now. What is encouraging is that despite this, the public still came 
out to look at the future of the Parish and help shape what will become a document to safeguard 
and ensure the growth of Fressingfield for the next 20 years. Comments relating to these 
objectives are below:


COM 1:


• Sheltered Housing; everyone is concerned about young people leaving; where will you go 
when you are old? Do you want to be uprooted? (+1)


• Won’t be affordable housing; on living wage/pension who can afford average rent?


• Size, type, tenure of housing are a good thing to have policies on but 50 houses in 20 
years is too few and would cause the village to stall and be a backward step


• Inevitably there will not be sufficient work for residents in village itself so travelling  
to work is unavoidable; any housing must bear this in mind


• Lifetime style homes mix homes on one site; encourage neighbourhood living supporting 
one another


• More smaller houses to equalise the % of 4+ to 2-3 bedroom


• The release of social housing locked up by unsuitable tenants


• Consider the possibility of “sheltered” housing for older villagers; this would release 
housing for rent and purchase for younger families. (+1)


• Future development should consider local people first with affordable housing at the heart 
of the plan.


COM 2:


• Green corridors throughout the parish. Also ensure agri margins are kept free of crops and 
spray as required


• Small sites would reduce the requirement for develop affordable housing and contradict 
many of the other issues/policies people appear to support


• Small developments needed which include affordable housing


• Smaller sites will limit extra traffic affecting junctions; also protect views in and out of the 
village (+1)


• If we want to encourage affordable housing we can’t limit development size to 5-10 
houses…


COM 3:


• Appropriate parking and cultural heritage hub


• Bus service


• Call up mobility scheme/transport for elderly/mobility impaired


• The money for this will invariably have to come from CIL


• How can people be persuaded to stop using cars and use buses?; Of course no buses at 
present makes the choice obvious


• New play equipment
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• We do not have changing places toilets; no fully accessible toilets for anyone with mobility 
difficulties


• Encourage support of existing facilities such as sports and social club; also COM4


• Expansion to stay in keeping with settlement


COM 4:


• We need to encourage a diversity of people; you need carers in the village (+1)


• Could Fressingfield be too small to offer an umbrella for other villages?


The final Community Objective, COM 5 was a comment only question - All comments are shown 
in full after the full question.


COM 5 - Are there any issues relating to Community Safety/Crime that the Plan needs to tackle? 
If so, please tell us what they are below:


• Designated white line walkways (for pedestrians in absence of pavements)


• 20mph especially in New Street (+4)


• More bus services (+1)


• Harleston Road speeding is extremely dangerous


• 20 mph not needed


• Animal food in the form of hay; when these grassed fields are cut; CLEAN UP AFTER 
YOUR DOG PROPERLY PLEASE


• A safety barrier on footpath on corner behind Old Forge (+1)


• Possible locally paid PCSO (with other villages) would be a good idea


• Pockets of crime in the village; more local policing presence; pedestrian safety to be 
looked at; street lighting off at 12pm is it safe? (+11)


Several of these relate to projects the Parish Council are currently working on (Speed) or looking 
into the viability of (PCSO/Policing). As such, these have been passed on and will serve as 
additional data that can be drawn on while working on these schemes.
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Vision Statement 
One of the early tasks throughout this project is setting out the Vision for the Parish of 
Fressingfield for the next 20 years (roughly how long the document will stay current for), until 
2036. The Consultation event granted the Steering Group a chance to trial the initial draft vision 
statement, see what we had missed and if we could improve it in any way. As such, space for 
comments was provided below ready for feedback:


‘By 2036, the Parish of Fressingfield will be a welcoming, friendly and cohesive community, with 
an expanded and diverse range of facilities which meet the existing and future needs of the village 
and its rural hinterland; a place where natural and historic assets are protected, where new 
development is sympathetic to local building styles, through high quality design which respects 
the character of the area’


Comments:


• More musical/cultural events to bring people together


• Vital to preserve and conserve its village character; that is the essence of it


• We need resources for lonely people; people with additional needs


• Sodium LED?; directed street lighting to reduce the overall glare in the night sky (+3)


• We need homes for young people and families and need to sustain the school;


• Consider impact on wider parish – not solely the village


• Vibrant and vigour – alive! Need a plan for the village to develop and evolve


• And a good place to live..(+2)


• It’s a legacy for the future of Fressingfield (+1)


• Long term local energy provision solar/wind to ensure sustainability


• Slightly worrying to note the majority of those attending so far today will not be here in 
2036! (+2)


This was and still is one of the hardest sections to write, as it doesn’t just stem from facts and 
figures, and instead has to also include the feelings and sentiments of all those that reside within 
the Parish.  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Have We Missed Something? 
The final area of questioning on the display boards was a catch all - As a Steering Group we aim 
to ensure we represent everyone and everything, but as with any project, things on the edges can 
get missed, especially if it is an issue not forefront in our minds. As such, this was a great 
opportunity to see what else the Parish have to say.


Going into this question, it was again predicted that many issues mentioned may not necessarily 
fall into the remit of the NDP, but can again be passed onto the most relevant group or body, be 
they Parish Council, Mid Suffolk & Babergh District Council, Suffolk County Council or another 
group entirely.


Comments:


• 20mph through the entire village


• 20mph through the village Barrier needed at Harleston Road end of cut through behind the 
Old Forge (VERY DANGEROUS) for children on bikes etc. This MUST BE FIXED (+2)


• Less littering; more bins


• There is a hump between the barriers on New Street and of cut through behind the Forge; 
DANGEROUS for our old folk; cut through needs sign posting (+2)


• Try to get people who have driveways to park their cars on them so free up the narrow 
roads


• DOG OWNERS SHOULD BE EDUCATED; POO BAGS LEFT ARE MORE HAZARDOUS 
THAN POO: HORSES EAT POO BAGS AND DIE: ALLOWING YOUR DOG TO SOIL 
GRASSED FIELDS MEANS POO REACHES (+2)


• Traffic speeds are making life miserable on Harleston Road


• Total lack of presence to deter criminal behaviour; also traffic speeds


• Wildlife protection (+7)


• Wildlife Habitat; Preservation of trees and hedgerows (+3)
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Businesses 
Businesses was a tough area to crack, as once you take stock of the obvious businesses in the 
Parish (Doctors, Shop, Pub and Restaurant) those that are self employed, work from home and 
commute into the Parish are easy to miss. Because of this, a set of boards was put up on both 
days looking for input, comments and feedback on what businesses think, need, want and feel 
about the NDP in its process going forward.


The comments received regarding this are found below:


• Better broadband; opportunity to meet/hub; internet café


• Small business opportunities and accommodation; accommodation for the elderly who are 
still independent but still need oversight


• Café/Meeting hub; (there is one every Tuesday here!)


• Local regular bus service; village hall provision/building; senior citizen residential provision


• Job opportunities within Parish – as a business park or design centre etc


• Large village hall


• Insist on 20mph through the village (insist on 30mph would be a start!)


• Developments of small business + premises to do so; continue to support small 
businesses – shops etc


• Fast or satellite broadband; better transport; business hub with services e.g. printing, 
laminating, meeting room, creche.


• Village Hall? – we have Sancroft, Sports and Social Club, School Hall, Scout Hut.


• Sheltered Accommodation; our elderly have to leave the village. (2 dots)


• Broadband; buses; realistic taxi service; housing and bungalows for the less mobile


• Promoting business and attracting new opportunities and enterprises in Fressingfield 
perhaps F & G stable block


• Housing for our labour – too hard to find local staff


• Encourage re-use of old site and unused farm buildings for shared space; improve local 
advertising opportunities e.g. open noticeboards and on-line advertising


• Perhaps consider business breakfasts!


• One of the pubs should open on a Monday


• Need a café, tea room or the like. 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Maps 
At the back of Sancroft Hall, two maps were placed out for members of the public to both see for 
themselves the area we are working one (Parish Map) and core settlement of Fressingfield 
(Settlement Boundary Map). Alongside these, flags were provided to the placed within the map to 
mark out certain things: Red - Historic Buildings (Local List); Green - Local Green Spaces; Orange 
- Traffic Issues; Blue - Flooding Issues. These maps were changed each day, just like the display 
boards for questions regarding policies discussed previously.


Multiple photos were taken of these boards, and in order to store them, when each flag was 
removed at the end of the day, a coloured cross was placed where it stood so a record stands of 
where sites were located for evaluation. What worked well was that it was a very interactive task, 
with much of both days having discussions around the maps, be it about where people lived, or 
not realising what buildings are and are not listed (One of the layers on the Settlement Boundary 
Map was listed buildings).


Below you can find some images of the maps at the end of each day, as well as how the flags are 
bunched in similar locations. More work is to be undertaken with these, and once completed will 
also be shared.
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What’s Next? 
Following on from the consultation event, there is still work to be done in formally analysing the 
results we gained, as well as adding to this body of work the data from the online SurveyMonkey 
consultation. This is running until October 20th, and can be found at surveymonkey.co.uk/r/
FressNDPSurvey1


The timetable going forward is as follows:


Sept/Oct 2018 	 - Public exhibition and online survey on draft policy ideas


Oct 2018/Feb 2019 	 - Analyse comments received and drafting plan


Mar/Apr/May 2019 	 - Public consultation and technical consultation on draft plan


May/Jun 2019 	 - Analyse comments and make any changes to plan


Jul 2019 	 	 - Submit final plan to MSDC


Jul/Aug 2019 		 - Further public consultation on final plan


Sept 2019 	 	 - Examination


Oct 2019 	 	 - Referendum


For the most up to date information going forward about the Neighbourhood Development Plan 
going forward, check the Parish Council NDP section, fressingfieldpc.org/neighbourhood-plan/ 
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